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Rules and Regulations



Trainings



Concussion Training

Training:
The course is free and can be accessed via the following link: https://headsup.cdc.gov/user All

coaches and assistant coaches are required to complete the free online concussion training.

Follow up:
Upon completion, please send certification of completion (or a picture of the certificate) to the Coach
Coordinator at coachcoordinator@hrysfastpitch.com

Deadline:
This training should be completed by September 6, 2019.

Sexual Harassment Training
Training:

Followup:

Deadline:



Adult Volunteers



Assistant Coaches

Each team should ideally have one official Assistant Coach that helps runs practice and games. This
Assistant is the backup in case a Coach is unable to attend a practice or games.

The Assistant Coach must be registered with HRYS as an Assistant.

Parent Helpers

It is up to coaches if and when they want parent helpers, but it is not unusual to have parents help
with practices, particularly with station work. During games, parents sometimes act as base coaches
or as Dugout Parents, particularly with the younger age groups.

Any parent that comes in contact with the players must be registered as an Assistant Coach
with HRYS. While this does not commit the parents to doing more than they volunteer for, it does
protect HRYS. Please make sure that any volunteer registers on the HRYS website.



Communication



Communication with Parents

Website
On the website, click on the Teams tab and select your team. Choose Roster on the left, then select
Options on the team header on the right. Select Email Team. This will show that it is emailed from
your registered email account.

Phone/Text
If you have the ability, create a group text on your phone. This is a great way to get in contact on
short notice. If you can’t do it on your phone, often there is a parent who can.

Apps
The SIPlay App is connected to our website so a lot of the information is directly communicated
between the website and app. You can click on League Athletics Icon on the very top left (a white and
orange triangle) for more information about the app.

Another option is TeamSnap which is nice because a lot of parents have it for their other kids/sports.
However, you have to manually input games and it isn’t updated by the League’s website. Also, if you
want additional feature such as reminders etc., as coach, you have to pay a fee.

League Communication

The website has a lot of great features for both coaches and parents.

Coaches
Under the Coaches tab there is a link to the rules and regulations for the individual levels (also
included in the handbook) with a lot of specific details about rules and regulations you need to know.
We are hoping to add suggestions for different lessons that coaches can use during practice. If you
have lessons that work well with your girls, please take a moment to describe it and get it to the
Coaches’ Coordinator so we can add it to the website.

Parents
The website is a great way for parents to keep up-to-date with what is going on with the team and the
league. The HRYS Board has been working to include information that is useful to parents. Under
the Parents tab there are videos on the correct fit of equipment, and reviews, places for individual
lessons, as well as the league rules and Parent Code of Conduct. If you have additional ideas, let
someone on the board know. Under the Team tab, parents can keep up with how the team is doing
in the standings. Please encourage the parents to regularly visit the website.



Board Contacts:
Commissioner: Tim Boone commissioner@hrysfastpitch.com
Secretary: Open
Treasurer: Jody Keating treasurer@hrysfastpitch.com
Registar: Mike Hedrick registrar@hrysfastpitch.com
Field Coordinator: Ryan McGee fields@hrysfastpitch.com
Equipment Manager: Jim Nelson equipment@hrysfastpitch.com
Coach Coordinator: Jen McGee coachcoordinator@hrysfastpitch.com

Committee Heads:
Clinics: Katie Petruncio clinics@hrysfastpitch.com
Sponsors: John Petruncio sponsors@hrysfastpitch.com
Umpires: Jody Keating umpires@hrysfastpitch.com
Webmaster: Peter Crowe webmaster@hrysfastpitch.com
Events: Open
Publicity: Open
Spirit Wear: Open

For easy communication between Head Coaches, a group email has been set up at
coaches@hrysfasstpitch.com

For easy communication between Assistant Coaches, a group email has been set up at
assistantcoaches@hrysfastpitch.com (NOT CURRENTLY SET UP)



Parent Expectations



Parent Communication

Hopefully, every parent you encounter will be positive and appreciative of the time and effort that you
are putting into their daughters. However, you may encounter a parent that is angry or unreasonable.
Below are some tips from squadlocker.com on how to create a positive environment from the
beginning, how to deal with a difficult situation, and suggestions for the end of season.

Everyone always talks about how important first impressions are in your professional life, but what
about as a coach with a new team? Here are the top tips for making sure everyone is on the same
page right from the start:

1. Hold a Pre-season Parent Meeting
If you take away anything from reading this, I hope it's this first piece of advice. A parent meeting can
make or break your entire season. Some coaches simply send home a letter with their players after
the first practice detailing the expectations and schedule, but nothing can really replace a face-to-face
meeting. Hold a parent meeting and send the athletes home with the game and practice schedule
and your contact information to hang on the fridge. Key topics to discuss in the parent meeting:

■ Goals for the season - You should emphasize that the goal is to ensure that athletes are

having fun, as well as teaching them the necessary skills so that they can improve their

skills.

■ Expectations for the players and parents - One of the most important parts of the meeting

will be communicating what expectations you have for parents and their athletes. (See #2

below)

■ Other important information - Anything you want parents to know about practices, gear

they may need to buy to participate, what you are doing for uniforms, practice/game times,

etc.

Starting off on the right foot with your players and their parents can make an enormous difference,
and sets a precedent for the entire season. It also shows parents that you are approachable, and will
encourage them to come to you if they have any problems later on. Try to hold this meeting before
the first practice.

2. Create a contract for parents and players to sign off on (see HRYS Parent Code of Conduct)
Parents will be more likely to actually understand and follow your expectations after reading and
signing off on them. Having this signed document makes it easier to approach any parents who are
not following the contract later on in the season.



3. Appoint a 'Team Parent'
Between the incessant questions and calls from parents, waiting for parents to pick up their kids after
practice, and organizing an end of the season party on top of coaching, it felt like you took on a
second full-time job. If this sounds like you, or you're worried that you won't have enough time to do it
all, designating a team parent could be a great fix. Many mothers and fathers would love the
opportunity to help out and get more involved in their athlete's sport. They can help keep you
organized and be a great touch point for other parents.

4. Brief yourself on the organization
It's a great idea to learn about the organization in charge. Introduce yourself to the administration, and
make sure you are familiar with their policies and system for handling parental complaints. This is
important because if a parent complains directly to the administration, you will want to be confident
that the administration will send the parent right back to meet with you.

Throughout the Season

Now that you have set your expectations, it's time to work on a plan for any damage control that may
arise. The idea is that by taking those steps above before the season even starts, you have
prevented most of the typical issues that crop up with parents in sports.
But what if you happen to have that one crazy parent?

1. Remember to set rules early on
This goes back to our first tip about communicating expectations to parents. It can be a good idea to
add in game day rules, such as not allowing parents to bring up issues on game day. This is
necessary because when this happens it can detract from the fun of the game, and puts you in an
awkward position in front of other parents and players.

2. Communication is key
Make an effort to check in with parents at different points throughout the season. Even simply
greeting them when they come to pick up their athletes from practice can go a long way. This will
make them feel comfortable enough to speak to you if anything comes up that could escalate to a
bigger problem down the road.

3. Listen and keep calm
When a parent starts yelling at you or trying to confront you in the middle of a game or even at
practice, remain calm. It's easy to start defending yourself, but remember that you are here for the
athletes. Try not to have these conversations in front of others. After the parent is calm, you can move
on to tip number 4...

4. Offer to meet separate from the field



Ideally, you can set up a meeting for the next day or later to give them enough time to cool off. This
one-on-one should be with a member of the board so that there is a neutral party. It can be useful to
have a second person not only as a witness, but to provide another objective perspective on the
issue. Always hear them out, and keep the focus on the kid. Thank them for sharing their concerns
when they leave.

5. Be positive
At the end of the day, you have to have faith in your coaching abilities. Not every parent is going to
agree with you 100% of the time, and that's okay. Believe in the system you have put in place, and
stick up for yourself.

End of the Season

Document what you learned
At the end of every season, coaches are able to take a step back and reflect on what they have
learned, what went well, and what they want to improve upon for next year. This includes your parent
problem prevention plan! Make note of worked, what you might want to communicate up front to
parents next year, or if there is anything else you wish you did that could have made the season go
more smoothly.



Fields



Field Status and Weather

As a coach at some point you will need to make a determination on if the condition of a field is
playable or not. Safety of the players is always the #1 priority but we are also concerned about
damage to our fields. HRYS has a great relationship with Fairfax County, the Town of Herndon and
Reston Association and we appreciate your help to ensure that continues. Damage done to fields
when they are wet can be very difficult to repair once they are dry; both to the league for having to
prep that field for the next practice or game as well as costs to the community if the damage is
significant. Please use the following guidelines for determining field status.

Infields are considered to be unsafe/unplayable when any of the following conditions are present:
- A hard steady rain is falling;
- When lightning or thunder are present (see HRYS rules);
- Standing water within the base paths, pitching mound or home plate;
- Your feet are slipping as you walk through the infield;
- The depth of your foot print is greater than 1/2 inch;
- The ground is muddy and soil clumps or clings to shoes;
- The ground feels spongy and or soil in frozen.

Outfields are considered to be unsafe/unplayable when any of the following conditions are present:
- Standing water in large areas;
- When standing still water pools around your feet;
- Ground is spongy or roles in waves when you walk.

Practices
HRYS wants to empower the coaches to make the decision if a field is playable or not for practices.
Coaches should plan accordingly to make a judgement to allow time to notify team members. In
some cases, the Field Coordinator/Scheduler or designee may make the call if a field is to be
CLOSED. If this happens it will be done well before your practice (the morning of or early afternoon)
and the HRYS Calendar will be updated and an email will go out to the coach. If you have not been
notified by mid-afternoon the expectation is that the coach will make the call.

Games
Field status for games will be called by the Field Coordinator/Scheduler or designee and will be
posted NLT 4:00 pm during weekdays and NLT 7:00am on Saturdays. DO NOT CALL THE DAY
BEFORE ASKING FOR STATUS. If a field is closed the Field Coordinator/Scheduler or designee will
ensure to update the Alliance Game Schedule, and send notifications to other league officials and
umpires. If a field is OPEN but weather turns bad before or once coaches/players have arrived at the
field, it is the responsibility of the umpire to make real-time game decisions. If the forecast calls for
rain but the field is in good condition (open status), all teams are required to show. We play in the
rain, unless one of the safety considerations are met, but again the umpire will make that call once on
the field. It is not a coach’s decision to cancel a game, but they are involved in the discussion.
Loudoun operates under the same guidelines.



Worst Case Scenario of Weather on Game Day:
The field condition was assessed prior to 4:00pm and status is OPEN.
Teams get to the field at 5:15pm, for a 6:00pm game.
It starts to pour at 5:30pm to the point that the field is no longer playable.
The coaches should get their players to a safe place (maybe in their parent’s vehicle).
BOTH coaches need to stay (somewhere safe and hopefully dry) to meet the umpire who should
arrive at the field at 5:45pm or 5:50pm.
An umpire should never show up to an empty field.
Then ALL 3 people would discuss the situation and the umpire can officially call the game.



Herndon/Reston Fields

South Lakes High School Fields 1 and 2
11401RidgeHeights Rd, Reston, VA20191
Located on the campus of South Lakes HS and Langston Hughes MS, it is easier to access the fields
from Hughes’ parking lot or from Ridge Heights road by parking near Terraset Elementary and/or
across from the pool.

When looking at the playing fields (behind the trailers) Field 1 is across the open lawn on the left.
Field 2 is on the right.

Coaches who are assigned SLHS for practices will have a key to access the storage room for
equipment and for lights. If you need a key contact the HRYS Field Coordinator, Ryan McGee via
email (fields@hrysfastpitch.com) or text 703-431-2076.

Amenities:
Lighted fields
There are bathrooms in the snack shack but it may be locked during the week.
Pitching machine

Turning on the Lights:
SLHS #1 - Lights are automated (new system). Based on our permit times the lights will activate (but
not turn on) ~1 hr before sunset and remain active until our permit ends at 10:00pm. When you want
the lights on/off you push the button in the little gray box which is located on the bigger power box
near the field. Coaches, please turn off the lights when done with practice.

SLHS #2 - Same system as before. Lights can be turned on/off with a key. Coaches, please turn
off the lights when done with practice.

Lake Newport
11601 Lake Newport Rd, Reston, VA 20194
When pulling into the Lake Newport Complex,go towards the back of the parking lot. The field is
located behindthe basketball court.

Amenities:
There is a Porta Potty located by thebasketball court

Haley Smith Field
324 Van Buren St, Herndon, VA 20170
When pulling into the parking lot, the softball field is on the left.



Amenities:
Access to electricity so a pitching machine is available
Separate bathroom facilities
Playground for younger siblings

Herndon Elementary School Fields 1 and 2
630 Dranesville Rd, Herndon, VA 20170
When you pull into the school go to the back. Field 1 is adjacent to the parking lot. Field 2 is back off
to the left of the parking lot. On weeknights, please do not park in the spots reserved for SACC
(clearly labeled)

Amenities:
Access to electricity so a pitching machine is available.
Porta Potty is located by the shed on the right of Field 1.

Herndon Middle School Fields 1 and 2
901 Locust St, Herndon, VA 20170
When you pull into the parking lot to the right of the school, go straight back. Field 1 is directly behind
the trailers. Field 2 is back diagonal from Field 1. When parking, no one is allowed to park in the
bus area. Have parents park in the parking lot before entering into the bus area.

Amenities:
Lighted Field
Porta Potty is located behind the trailers near field 1

Turning on the Lights:
Lights are automated. Based on our permit times the lights will come on ~1 hr before sunset and turn
off when our permit ends at 10:00pm. Coaches if you are the last team to use the field and all
practices and games are complete please call 703-609-8870 to notify the lighting rep that the
lights can be turned off.



Loudoun County Fields

Claude Moore
46105 Loudoun Park Ln. Sterling, VA 20164
Usually games are held on Fields 9 and 10 which are located in to the left of the big red barn
(Community Center pool). Looking at the fields, Field 9 is on the left and Field 10 is on the right.

Amenities:
Lighted Fields
Porta Potties located at the back of the parking lot past Field 10

Sully Elementary School Fields 1 and 2
300 Circle Dr, Sterling, VA 20164
The fields are located to the right of the school. Field one is closest to the road while field 2 is
towards the back of the parking lot.

Amenities:
Porta potty by the back of the parking lot near field 2

Freedom Park Mayr/Casciano
101 Colonel Grenata Circle, Leesburg VA 20175
Both fields are located on the left side of the parking area when coming from Tolbert Rd. Casciano is
the first field, Mayr is the farther field.

Amenities:
Lighted fields
Bathrooms in the snack shack

Trailside 2
20375 Claiborne Pkwy. Ashburn, VA 20147
Field 2 is the middle field on the left.

Amenities:
Lighted field



Bathrooms at the back of parking lot

Franklin Park
17501 Franklin Park Dr. Purcellville, VA 20132
I’ve never been there and there were no pictures on the website...If you go there, please take notes
and let me know… Thanks!

Equipment



Standard Equipment

6u TeeBall
1-2 Tees
Bucket of 10 inch balls
5-6 helmets (unless some girls have their own)
3-5 bats (usually 24-26 inches) depending on how many girls have their own
Catchers equipment (chest plate, shin guards, helmet)
First Aid Kit and Ice Packs
Scorebook

8u Machine Pitch
1 Pitching Machine
1-2 tees
Bucket of 11 inch balls
4-6 helmets (may depend on how girls have their own)
3-4 bats (usually between 24-28 inches depending on the height of the players)
Catcher’s equipment (chest plate, shin guards, helmet)
First Aid Kit and Ice Packs
Scorebook

10u
Bucket of 11 inch balls
4-6 helmets (may depend on how girls have their own)
3-4 bats (usually between 24-28 inches depending on the height of the players)
Catcher’s equipment (chest plate, shin guards, helmet)
First Aid Kit and Ice Packs
Scorebook

12u
Bucket of 12 inch balls
4-6 helmets (may depend on how girls have their own)
3-4 bats (usually between 26-32 inches depending on the height of the players)
Catcher’s equipment (chest plate, shin guards, helmet)
First Aid Kit and Ice Packs
Scorebook



Seniors
Bucket of 12 inch balls
4-6 helmets (may depend on how girls have their own)
3-4 bats (usually between 26-32 inches depending on the height of the players)
Catcher’s equipment (chest plate, shin guards, helmet)
First Aid Kit and Ice Packs
Scorebook

Optional Equipment

Hit stix
Tees for the older girls
Nets
Weighted balls
Foam balls (good for younger girls)
Face masks for girls who don’t have their own



Game Time



Before Game Day
Prepare your line up and have multiple copies - one for yourself, one for your scorekeeper, one for
the other team, and one for the umpire (10u and up).

Review the guidelines to make sure you are following any rules about how many players can be on
the field, and any limits on positions. For the younger kids, make sure they rotate through all
positions as a major philosophy of HRYS is to have them experience all aspects of the game.

A member of the HRYS board may review your lineup at any time to make sure equitable distribution
of the girls. Typically, this is only done if a complaint is made.

Game Day

Field Prep
The home team is responsible for field prep and if you are playing another HRYS team, usually the
visiting team makes sure it is okay for the next game. If you are the home team, arrive 30-45 minutes
early. Each field has a equipment box. The code for all boxes are 358. Inside should be rakes, a
dragging rake, lining chalk and cart, stakes and string, and a measuring tool. Usually the metal frame
to make the batter’s boxes are between the box and fence.

1. Rake the field if you are the home team.
2. Measure the distance from the back of home plate out to the pitching rubber. Use the stake

and string (stake should be 15” in front of the pitching rubber measured from the back of the
rubber) to draw an 8 foot circle around the pitching rubber. Line it in the chalk.

3. Lay the metal frame 6 inches from home plate with the front 3 feet in front the top of the plate.
Step on the frame to make a mark. Remove the frame and line with the chalk

4. Use the stakes and string to create a straight line from the front inside corner of the batter’s
box to the edge of the outfield grass lining it up with the outside of 3rd base and the white first
base. Follow down the line with the chalk.

5. Return all supplies to the equipment box.
6. If you notice that the supplies are running low (on the last bag of chalk) please contact the

equipment manager equipment@hrysfastpitch.com so that it can be replaced before it runs
out.

6u-8u dimensions: Pitching rubber is 35 feet from the back of home plate. An 8 ft circle surrounds
the pitching rubber. The distance from base to base is 60 feet. (bases are set at that point) For 8u,
the front bar of the pitching machine is placed at 35 feet.

10u-Seniors dimensions: Pitching rubber is 40 feet from the back of home plate. An 8 ft circle
surrounds the pitching rubber. The distance from base to base is 60 feet. (bases are set at that point)

See diagrams on the next page from sportsknowhow.com





Before the game

1. Pick a couple of girls to be representatives of the team when you meet with the Umpire (8u
and up). Have the girls introduce themselves.

2. Exchange lineups when you meet with the umpire and go over the rules (the umpire leads
this). For 8u, the umpire will be a teenager. Please be kind; for most of them it is their
first time umpiring and they are not used to being in charge of adults. It can be very
intimidating for them. They usually have the rules on their phone that they go over. If
you think they said something incorrect, ask for clarification rather than telling them
they are wrong. Please be encouraging throughout the game.

3. Have the girls shake hands and wish the other team a good game. Remember, we are
teaching them to be good sportswomen.

During the game

Play hard and have fun. While it is not unusual for the girls to sing or chant please make sure that
anything they are saying/singing is only about their team. We want good sportsmanship. There is no
need to taunt the other team or put them down.

Encourage the girls to hustle on and off their field. If you know your catcher won’t be batting, have
her start getting ready early. It makes a huge difference in time. Encourage the girls to keep their
gloves and face masks together next to their water so that they know where it is.

For the younger girls, it is very helpful for the girls (and for your sanity) to have a Dugout Parent to
keep track of the batting order, tell the girls what position they’re playing, and remind them to keep
their stuff organized.

After the game

Make sure the girls quickly pick up their equipment, clothes, and trash and exit the dugout as most
likely another team is waiting to get in. Please be the last one out (or assign a parent) to do a sweep
of the dugout so that it remains neat and clean (and to pick up all the stuff the girls forget).

If the field needs to be touched up, rake whatever areas need it. (Good job for a parent) When you
get home you need to post the score if you were home team.

Reporting the score

1. Log onto hrysfastpitch.com to report your score
2. Click on the Team tab
3. Click on Results on the left hand side and follow the directions

It is important to do this in a timely manner, particularly for the levels where the the standings impact
the playoffs. It is best to do it right away so that you don’t forget about it.



Rescheduling a Game



Cancelling / Rescheduling a Game

Cancelling a game (Coach/Team Conflicts)
It is not recommended for coaches to cancel games due to personnel/team conflicts but we know
there will be cases where conflicts happen. All coaches must make every effort to maintain the official
game schedule (see rules for pulling players from other teams/age groups). If a coach can still not
field a team, the requesting coach must pre-coordinate with the other team coach to get his/her
approval to reschedule a game. It is a courtesy to allow a reschedule due to a coach’s request, not a
right, but MOST coaches will try to accomodate. Any game that can not be rescheduled is
considered a forfeit by the requesting team. If the opposing team’s coach agrees to reschedule it is
the responsibility of the requesting team’s coach to make notifications and reschedule the field and
umpire.

Cancelled game (Weather/Field Closure)
League Schedulers, designated Board Members or Umpires are the only personnel authorized to
cancel games due to weather and/or field status on the day of the game. It is the responsibility of the
Home Team coach to give up a practice slot for the rescheduled game, otherwise the two coaches
should coordinate with their appropriate scheduler to find an open field.

Things to consider when rescheduling:

1) Use of a future practice slot is preferred and it is the responsibility of the Home Team to offer
up one of theirs

2) Double-headers are not preferred but are an option if you are scheduled to play the same team
again and the schedule allows

3) All games must be attempted to be made up but 10U, 12U and Senior games are critical to
support playoffs rankings

4) Plan to reschedule games as soon as possible, that means 1-2 weeks after originally
scheduled game; DO NOT wait until the last few weeks of the season to reschedule games,
something else will happen...it always does

Game Reschedule Notification Process
It is the responsibility of the requesting team’s coach or Home field coach to make notifications to
league officials. Prior to this the coaches should be in coordination with each other and should have
come to an agreement. When sending an email to reschedule a game the coach must:

1) Send all game rescheduling emails to Eliot Meyers (zekid@verizon.net) and include,
a) The date of the game that was originally cancelled
b) The team you are planning the makeup game against
c) The field, date and time of the makeup game
d) That you are requesting an umpire to support the new game (for 10U and up)

2) Be sure to include the opposing team’s coach on the email, Ryan McGee
(fields@hrysfastpitch.com), and Jody Keating if 8U (umpires@hrysfastpitch.com


